savvyDesktop™
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Win over your
users and CFO
with a single
decision

Collaborate on a CAD
design from the airport.
Run a meeting from the corner
coffee shop. Virtual desktops allow
access to corporate applications and
files from any location with an Internet
connection. savvyDesktop facilitates secure,
anytime, anywhere productivity with reduced
total cost of ownership.

savvyDesktop™

Planned obsolescence? That’s so last year.
It doesn’t always make sense to toss out hardware just because it has outlived its
processing capacities. Keep your equipment active or allow users to BYOD through
savvyDesktop, a consolidated desktop host that is accessible from any device,
anytime, anywhere.
savvyDesktop can handle the demands of your most complex applications, even
those that take up buckets of storage space or have special security needs. That’s
because we customize environments for each client, with virtual or onsite data

THE BENEFITS OF ITsavvy
savvyDESKTOP
• 	Reduced hardware costs
Use current desktops as terminals or
purchase thin clients for cost control
• 	Secured data
Storing data in a centralized, offsite
location ensures business continuity,
with encryption options available
• 	It’s green
Offsite data storage and backup
consumes less space and energy

center hosting.
PLATFORM INDEPENDENT Users connect through a browser on laptops,
workstations or mobile devices, including PCs, Macs, iPads, Android tablets or
smartphones, accommodating clients with varying user needs.
CUSTOM CONFIGURATIONS Considerations can be made for heavy-duty
software or data encryption requirements, so sensitive data will be secure and
accessible 24/7.
START-TO-FINISH BUILDS For clients who prefer to maintain an onsite server,
we’ll design a system that is standalone yet still secure.
DROP-SHIP THIN CLIENTS Ramp up new facilities or staff expansions with
overnight shipments of thin clients that can be configured virtually for immediate
operation.

Who is ITsavvy? We are, of course.
CURIOUS? Contact an ITsavvy Client Executive to learn how savvyDesktop can save

• 	Automatic antivirus updates
ITsavvy is continually monitoring
and abating the latest threats for
information security
• 	Automatic backups
Workloads are regularly backed up,
taking responsibility off of employees
• 	Super-fast onboarding
New employees can be up and running
in 15 minutes, jump starting their
assimilation and productivity
• 	Optional 24/7 support desk
Relieve resource-strapped IT staff with
virtual support or an ITsavvy-operated
user help desk
• 	Service you can trust
We’ve led the industry in virtual
desktop management, so you can trust
our technical expertise

you money and secure your data.

855.ITsavvy (855.487.2889)

• info@ITsavvy.com
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